Recent works in deep-learning have shown that utilising second-order information is beneficial in many computervision related tasks. Second-order information can be enforced both in the spatial context and the abstract feature dimensions. In this work we explore two second order components. One is focused on second-order spatial information to increase the performance of image descriptors, both local and global. More specifically, it is used to re-weight feature maps, and thus emphasise salient image locations that are subsequently used for description. The second component is concerned with a second-order similarity (SOS) loss, that we extend to global descriptors for image retrieval, and is used to enhance the triplet loss with hard negative mining. We validate our approach on two different tasks and three datasets for image retrieval and patch matching. The results show that our second order components bring significant performance improvements in both tasks and lead to state of the art results across the benchmarks.
Introduction
Self-attention mechanisms in form of non local blocks showed success originally in natural-language processing [49] . Their introduction to computer-vision related tasks in [50] , led to improvements in video classification and object detection. Following works have also advanced other areas by using non-local blocks in fields such as GANs [55] , semantics segmentation [56] , person-reID [51] and crowd couting [54] . While recent methods in deep-learning based global descriptors for image retrieval have introduced more efficient ways to aggregate features into a global representation, they have not explored the correlations between features within a feature map. In this work we aim to exploit the second-order relationships between features at different spatial locations and combine with second-order descriptor similarity to the problem of feature descriptors for image retrieval and matching. Second-Order feature map spatial re-weighting Figure 1 . Illustration of our proposed SOLAR (Second-Order Loss and Attention for image Retrieval) descriptor. Top. We exploit second-order information through spatial self-attention, reweighting the feature maps to give a better global representation of the image. Bottom. We also apply second-order similarity of learning discriptor distances during training of SOLAR.
Our main contributions are the following: a) We combine second-order spatial attention and secondorder feature descriptor loss to improve image description for retrieval and matching. b) We show how to combine second-order attention for consecutive feature maps at different resolution to obtain the best descriptions and we perform a thorough ablation study on its effects. c) We show that the combination of second-order spatial in-formation and descriptor similarity generalises well on both local and global descriptor learning. d) We validate our proposed method with extensive evaluation on three benchmarks for image retrieval and matching, showing significant improvements compared to the state of the art.
Related work
Methods for image retrieval [2, 16, 32, 33, 34] and place recognition [3, 9, 28] can be loosely divided into two categories: local aggregation and global single-pass. Most methods prior to the deep-learning dominance [10, 14, 21, 39] were based on local aggregation, e.g. Bag-of-Words (BoW) [40] which aggregates a set of handcrafted, SIFT-like [8, 22] local features into a global representation [15, 16, 17, 18, 32, 33, 40, 45, 47] . While many of the local aggregation methods carried-over into the deeplearning era [28, 41, 42] , the rise of CNNs [14, 21, 39] with highly expressive feature maps [10] provided an effective approach for global descriptor generation. Early attempts were mostly hybrid methods by exploring CNN features as analogous to local descriptors and aggregating them with similar techniques [1, 4, 41] . Later works showed that feature vectors from CNN feature maps can be combined into a global descriptor in a single-pass through various pooling operations [13, 35, 36, 48] while matching the level of performance from local aggregation methods. These methods fall into the global single-pass category.
Local aggregation methods generally consist of two steps. First, local features are detected and described. These can come in the form of early hand-crafted features such as SIFT [22] and SURF [8] , or later in the form of CNNbased local descriptors [4, 28] . Second, the collection of local descriptors is compiled into a compact vector representation. Early works on BoW assigned local descriptos to visual words through various size codebooks [40] . These visual words are then encoded with matching techniques e.g. Hamming Embeddings [16] , Fisher Kernels [30, 31] and Selective Match Kernels [45] ; or with aggregation techniques e.g. k-means [27, 32] and VLAD [17, 18] to produce a compact descriptor vector. With the new-found success of CNN-based local descriptors [43, 44, 53] , the classical SIFT-based features were replaced with learnt features [4, 26, 28, 12] which lead to substantial improvements in image retrieval, especially for large-scale and challenging datasets [28, 34] . These hybrid methods also used learnt local to global encoding schema [1, 5] . Recent system for large-scale image retrieval [42] aggregates local features from regions-of-interest (RoIs) detected by a separate network [37] . It was shown that the performance gain is largely due to filtering out irrelevant features such as background and moving objects.
Global single-pass methods, as opposed to local aggregations, do not separate the local feature extraction and aggregation steps. Instead, a global descriptor is generated by a single forward-pass through a CNN. Notice that even though hybrid methods use CNN features as local descriptors followed by local aggregations [1, 26] , thus generate the global descriptor through a forward-pass of a CNN, we do not consider such methods as strictly global singlepass. This is because the final global descriptor is obtained through a handcrafted encoding schema rather than learnt in end-to-end manner. In order to aggregate the feature map output from a CNN, either Off-the-Shelf [10] or fine-tuned on retrieval-specific datasets [36] , a global pooling operation must be included. The varieties of different global single-pass methods differ mostly on this pooling operation, which comes in the form of max-pooling [48] , SPoC [4] , CroW [19] , R-MAC [48] and GeM [36] . GeM [36] is the most superior method amongst all due to its flexibility in weighting feature vectors according to their activations. Revaud et al. [38] recently achieved state-of-the-art results on image retrieval across global single-pass for introducing a loss directly learning on the average-precision metric, with GeM as the pooling method.
While second-order spatial attention mechanisms has shown success in natural-language processing [49] and various computer-vision tasks such as video understanding [50] , GANs [55] , semantics segmentation [56] , person-reID [51] and crowd counting [54] , it is still a very young technique and has yet been applied to visual representation and descriptor learning. On the other hand, second-order loss has only recently been introduced to representation learning [44] on local patches by confining the second-order distance in clusters to be similar. To our best knowledge, our work is the first to demonstrate second-order spatial attention in descriptor learning and combine with secondorder descriptor loss in learning global descriptors for image retrieval.
Method

Preliminaries
For an input image I ∈ IR H,W,3 with feed-foward through a Fully-Convolutional Network (FCN) denoted by θ, we obtain the final feature map f = θ(I) ∈ IR h,w,d where h, w are the height and width of the feature map and d is the feature dimensionality. For h, w > 1, Radenović et al. [36] introduced the Generalised-Mean (GeM) pooling as a flexible way to aggregate the feature map into a single feature vector D g . The GeM pooling operation is defined as
where p is a learnable parameter. 
CNN Backbone
Re-weighted Feature Map Figure 2 . Overall pipeline for the proposed global descriptor. We perform Second Order Loss and Attention for image Retrieval (SOLAR) by inserting a number of Second Order Attention (SOA) blocks into different feature map levels of a CNN backbone, followed by GeM [36] pooling and 2 normalisation. We train SOLAR utilising a triplet network with an objective loss combining first-order and second-order descriptor losses.
Second-order spatial pooling
While the p-norm is able to control the share of contribution of each feature vector f k ∈ f into the global descriptor D, for FCNs it has a limited receptive field projected back to the original image. Let the center of each pixel location (i, j) in f projected onto the original image to be at (i 0 , j 0 ). Assuming a rectangular receptive field R = [R x , R y ], each neuron f ij ∈ f is strictly a function of the receptive field, as a set of pixels
where P is the set of pixel locations in I.
To incorporate second-order spatial information into the feature pooling, we use the non-local block [50] shown in Figure 2 . By applying flatten to the query and key heads of f, each obtained through 1 × 1 convolutions, we have two tensors q, k of shape N × d, where N = h × w. A secondorder self-attention map is then computed through
where α is a scaling factor. This results in a self-attention map with dimensionality N × N , meaning that for each f ij it contains the information from the whole feature map f. Lastly, f is re-weighted through the matrix multiplication
where v is the value head also through 1 × 1 convolution and ψ is another 1 × 1 convolution to control the scale of the feature map re-weighting. Now, each feature vector f so ij in the newly second-order re-weighted f so is a function and contains information from all other pixel locations of f
where g denotes the collection of all convolutional operations within the non-local block. Now if we denote the new FCN with the added non-local block(s) with φ, each neuron is a function of the full image f so ij = φ I P I and the corresponding GeM-pooling
is spatially second-order rich in information. We refer to this block as the Second-Order Attention (SOA) block throughout the rest of the paper.
Second-order similarity distance loss
First-order similarity. With the abundance of large-scale labelled training datasets [42] , the triplet loss is a standard for learning first-order descriptor distances [7, 24, 43] . Given an achor, positive and negative forming the triplet, their respective global descriptors are D a , D p , D n , the triplet loss which is first-order in descriptor space is
where m is the margin. Second-order similarity. Following SOSNet [44] , the second-order similarity regularisation loss can be applied to global descriptors in a similar fashion. We hard-mine negative pairs as in [36] and the SOS loss is [36] 's authors. Our method uses the ResNet101 with SOA † denoting the best configuration described in Table 2 . SOLAR † is the full proposed method including the Second-Order similarity Loss.
Combining with second-order spatial reweighting , the final objective function is
where λ is a hyperparameter for weighting between the two loss terms.
Descriptor whitening
Descriptor whitening is crucial to improving the quality of descriptors. While the original work in GeM [36] used a linear projection for descriptor whitening [23] , updated experiments 1 show superior results with whitening learnt end-to-end. We follow this new approach, inserting a bias-enabled fully-connected layer after GeM pooling and 2 -norm and train it end-to-end.
Network architecture and training
The pipeline of our proposed method is shown in Figure  2 . The SOA blocks are insert-able at any (including intermediate) feature maps as it serves the function of feature reweighting. During training we adopt the Siamese network approach, i.e. all the triplets are passed into shared weight networks. Hard-negatives mining is also performed at the start of every epoch from a random pool of negatives and it is made sure that no negatives from each triplet are from the same scene, so to ensure higher sample variability from within the mini-batch. Details are described in Section 6. 
. Datasets
In this section, we present results of SOLAR on largescale image retrieval task and compare it with existing stateof-the-art results that do not exploit second-order information at training. Google Landmarks 18 (GL18) [42] is an extension to the original Google Kaggle landmark recognition and retrieval challenge [28] dataset. It contains over 1.2 million internet photos from 15k landmarks around the world. These landmarks cover a wide-range of classes from historic cities to modern metropolitan areas to nature sceneries. GL18 also contains over 80k bounding boxes singling out the most prominent landmark in each image. In this work it serves as a semi-automatically labelled data-rich training set for image retrieval. Revisited Oxford and Paris [34] is the commonly used dataset for evaluating the performance of global descriptors on large-scale image retrieval tasks. Radenovic et al. recently revisited the Oxford [32] and Paris [33] buildings by removing past annotation errors and adding new images. The Revisted-Oxford (ROxf) and Revisited-Paris (RPar) datasets contain 4,993 and 6,322 database images respectively, and each with 70 query images with a bounding box depicting the most prominent landmark in that query. Evaluation protocol are divided into three difficulties -Easy, Medium and Hard and the mean average precision (mAP) and mean precision at rank 10 (mP@10) are usually re-ported as evaluation metrics. There is a supplementary 1Mdistractor (R1M) database set that contains one million extra distractor images to further test the robustness of the global descriptors. The R1M set is also evaluated with the same protocols and metrics as in ROxf-RPar.
Comparison against state-of-the-art
We compare SOLAR against other state-of-the-art image retrieval methods on the ROxf-RPar [34] evaluation datasets and results are presented in Table 1 . By adding SOA blocks, we achieve state-of-the-art mAP and mP@10 performance, by a large margin, when compared to all other global single-pass methods, on both datasets for both Medium and Hard protocols (with the exception of mP@10 in RPar-Medium). With the additional exploitation of Second-Order Loss (denoted by SOLAR †), the results are further improved by 1%. When compared with the baseline (Resnet101-GeM [GL18] [36] ), SOLAR outperforms in mAP on the most challenging Hard protocol for ROxf and RPar with a significant 3.6% and 3.0% gain respectively, as well as 3.3% and 2.7% on mP@10. Our method also outperforms the current state-of-the-art local aggregation method of DELF-D2R-R-ASMK* in mAP on ROxf-Hard, RPar-Medium and Hard by 0.3%, 0.9% and 3.2%. It should be noted that the memory consumption for local aggregation descriptors is much higher than for global singlepass (27.6GB as reported in DELF-D2R-R-ASMK* [42] vs. 8.2GB for GeM [36] descriptors in the R1M distractors set). SOLAR also runs in a significant faster speed compared to DELF-D2R-R-ASMK* (0.15s processing time per image vs. >1.5s on a Titan Xp GPU). The SOA blocks in SOLAR only cause a negligible 7.4% overhead in terms of inference time.
The specific choice of SOA blocks insertion is justified in Section 5.1 through a detailed ablation study.
Ablation study
In this section we present thorough results of the impact of SOA on descriptor generation. We first show how different SOA insertions affect the image retrieval results. Then we explore how to exploit second-order spatial information to generate better descriptors using local patches as an example. This shows that SOLAR generalises to both local and global descriptors.
Impact of SOA on image retrieval
The results in Section 4.1 show that by simultaneously exploiting second-order spatial information through the SOA blocks and second-order descriptors distance information through the SOS loss, we greatly improve the performance of descriptor generation for image retrieval. To understand more deeply how each of SOA re-weighting affects the quality of global descriptors, we present an abla- Table 2 . Ablation study of SOA blocks on large-scale image retrieval [34] . We use backbone of ResNet101+GeM-pooling [36] and add SOA blocks after conv 4x and conv 5x in ResNet. Results are reported in mAP for the Medium and Hard protocols.
tion study on the CNN backbone in Section 4.1 to investigate particularly the impact of second-order spatial information. In Table 2 we show the impact of SOA insertion at different layers of a deep CNN. We follow [36] in using ResNet101 [14] fine-tuned on the GL18 dataset [42] as the baseline. ResNet101 contains 5 fully-convolutional blocks conv1 to conv5 x. For retrieval the input image usually has high resolution (1000+ pixels on longer side), inserting SOA blocks before conv4 x is computationally too expensive to train at a reasonable time and memory consumption given the O(n 2 ) complexity of Equation 3. From Table 2 , our proposed SOA insertion improves retrieval mAP for 0.93%, 1.15% and 1.78% for SOA 4 , SOA 5 , and SOA 4,5 respectively. This shows that the addition of consecutive SOAs is beneficial. We observe that the improvement brought by fine-tunning on SOA 5 is higher than SOA 4 . One potential explanation is as follows: assume an input image of 1024 × 1024 pixels, the feature maps of ResNet after conv4 x and conv5 x have spatial resolutions of 64 × 64 and 32 × 32 respectively. Therefore even at the last feature map the spatial second-order information is still rich and fine-grained compared to say, for local patches (to be explained in the next Section 5.2). As SOA 5 re-weighs the last feature map for GeM pooling, it injects second-order spatial information more directly into the global descriptor, resulting in better relative performance.
Generalisation to local patch descriptor
To validate the generalisation ability of our proposed method besides global descriptors, we further test it on local descriptors learning. Local patches have different statistics than global images, containing less semantic but more repeatable structures e.g. corners or blobs. However, local descriptors matching shares the same essence with image retrieval. Therefore, we train a local descriptor network with the proposed second-order spatial attention.
SOSNet [44] provided a holistic view on how secondorder information in the descriptor space could be exploited for better patch descriptor. Hence, it is straightforward to directly insert SOA blocks into SOSNet to demonstrate that the idea of exploiting both second-order spatial information Table 3 . Results for the UBC dataset. We report the FPR@95 metric similarly to previous works in local patch descriptors [7, 24] . SOSNet is the original result reported in [44] , without data augmentation. We re-implemented SOSNet with data augmentation, denoted as SOSNet+(reimpl.). The self-attention insertion are denoted by SOSNET+, SOA followed by the layer numbers after which SOA blocks are inserted. We follow [25] 's approach by performing each experimentxx three times and reporting the mean and standard deviation. Note that results from SOA4,5,6 are not reported as the network did not converge except when trained on the liberty subset. We observe that by utilising the second-order feature map re-weighting we outpeform the state-of-the-art baseline SOSNet without extra supervision. and descriptor distances generalises to local patch descriptors, and is not limited to image retrieval.
Datasets. Like most local patch descriptor works, we evaluate SOSNet with SOA blocks inserted on the UBC Pho-toTour [11] and HPatches [6] datasets. UBC Phototour dataset is one of the most widely used dataset for evaluating local patch descriptor learning. It consists of three subsets, liberty, notredame, and yosemite. Models are trained on one subset and tested on the other two for evaluation. Similarly to previous works [7, 24] , we follow standard protocol of [11] by reporting the false positive rate at 95% recall (FPR@95) on the 100K pairs provided. HPatches dataset contains over 1.5 million patches extracted from numerous viewpoint and illumination changing scenes. We evaluate on the three tasks: Patch Verification, Image Matching and Patch Retrieval.
Impact of SOA at different layers. SOSNet [44] uses the L2-Net [43] architecture as the backbone. The architecture of L2-Net is shown in Table 4 where the network takes in a 32 × 32 grayscale patch and outputs a local descriptor with dimensionality of 128. The SOA block is insert-able at each intermediate feature map except for Layer-7, as the spatial dimension is reduced to 1 × 1 only. The earlier the SOA block(s) is inserted, the more fine-grained the spatial information is exploited. However this also comes at two costs. First, the computational complexity of the self-correlation multiplication from Equation 3 grows with O(n 2 ) complexity, where n is the size of the spatial dimensions. Secondly the channel depth is shallower at earlier layers (32 at the first two layers vs. 128 at the final three layers) meaning that each spatial feature vector is less informative. To fully understand how second-order spatial information changes on patch description, we insert the SOA block described in Equations 3-4 into different feature layers of L2-Net [43] in Table 4 .
The results reported in FPR@95 on the UBC-PhotoTour [11] is shown in Table 5 . We present results on each of the six test runs with various configurations of SOA insertions. We did not perform experiments involving SOA 1 and SOA 2 as similar to ResNet101, the 32 × 32 feature maps at Layers-1 & 2 add too much computational overhead, resulting in very slow training and we were unable to fit the mini-batch into available memory. We performed experiments on SOA insertion of one to three blocks from between Layers-3 to 7, giving the set of results {SOA 3 , SOA 4 , SOA 5 , SOA 6 , SOA 3,4 , SOA 3,5 , SOA 4,5 , SOA 4,6 , SOA 3,4,5 , SOA 4,5,6 }. To resolve potential noise, we follow the practice by Mukundan et al. [25] in performing three separate runs for each experiment and reporting the mean value and standard deviation. HPatches Results Figure 3 . Performance evaluation on HPatches. 10 configurations of self-attention addition are compared with the SOSNet [44] backbone. Each configuration is denoted as SOA followed by the numbers indicating layers defined in Table 4 after which non-local blocks were inserted. Following common protocol we trained all models with the liberty subset of UBC and selected the model with the lowest average FPR@95. We used the parameter settings described in SOSNet [44] with a maximum number of 100 epochs. All training and testing were performed on patches resized to 32 × 32.
Comparing the results of SOSNet with various SOAs inserted in Table 5 , we can see that in general the SOA blocks increase the results slightly with few extra parameters. Interestingly, configurations with SOA 6 inserted perform noticeably worse when compared to the baseline. We suspect this is due to at this feature map level the spatial resolution is only down to 8 × 8 resulting in less second-order spatial correlation information exploitable, hence this poses a more difficult optimisation task for the SOA blocks at these higher-level feature maps. By comparing SOA 3,4 with SOA 3,5 and SOA 4,5 with SOA 4,6 we observe that SOA inserted at consecutive feature levels performs noticeably better. One potential explanation would be the immediate sharing of information across consecutive feature maps, allowing for better gradients into the SOA blocks to optimise for feature re-weighting. This also agrees with the improved performance of SOA 4,5 over single SOA block insertion for ReseNet101 in Section 5.1.
The results on HPatches are presented in Figure 3 . We perform a similar practice in terms of SOA insertions but only on models trained with the liberty subset of the UBC dataset [11] following usual protocols. We select the best model according to the average FPR@95 on notredame and yosemite for each SOA configuration and test on the HPatches dataset for Verification, Matching and Retrieval tasks. The results on all three tasks generally agree with that presented in Table 5 . The addition of SOA 6 also led to a decrease of 0.64% in mAP across the three tasks. However an interesting observation is that best results in FPR@95 for UBC do not imply best results in HPatches. For example in Table 5 the mean FPR@95 of SOA 3,4,5 is higher than that of baseline, but it out-performs all other SOA configurations across all three tasks in HPatches, scoring 2.06%, 2.15% and 1.75% improvement over the baseline SOSNet for Verification, Matching and Retrieval respectively. A po-tential explanation to this contradiction could be the great contrast of patch type between the two datasets -UBC patches are in general very similar while HPatches contain patches of changing conditions. Overall, the improvement across different SOA insertions is consistent between UBC and HPatches, especially for Patch Verification in HPatches which is similar to the evaluation task in the UBC dataset.
The significant improvement brought by using three consecutive SOAs could be attributed to the extra parameters, the sharing of spatial information between consecutive blocks, as well as the second-order spatial information across multi-scales (as Layers-3 & 4 have resolution of 16 × 16 while Layer-5 is 8 × 8).
Summary. We show that by combining second-order spatial information together with a second-order descriptor loss, the performance of descriptors is significantly improved for both local patches and full image retrieval tasks, as validated by results on several evaluation datasets. Hence it is evident that this exploitation of both kinds of secondorder information is generalised to visual descriptors learning and can be easily implemented in an end-to-end fashion.
Qualitative retrieval results
We visualise (qualitatively) the effects of second-order feature map re-weighting in Figure 4 . We observe that for features with spatial location at landmark-exclusive areas (columns (d) and (e)), the self-attention map at that location would look sparsely for the 'silhouette' of landmark locations within the full image it has learnt through training. On the other hand, when the feature is located within a landmark the self-attention would redirect the focus to highly informative features and other discriminant features that is not in its receptive field. This suggests that the second-order spatial re-weighting of feature maps through self-attention serves the purpose of "suppressing weak features and strengthening strong features", leading to the increase in performance of descriptor generation. More examples are shown in A.1. Similar qualitative discussions for patches are presented in A.2.
We also compare direct results on image retrieval. For the example displayed in Figure 5 , our proposed secondorder method is able to re-weight the feature map to give higher activations on the strongest features and correctly retrieve the Top2-ranked candidates (as compared to only being correct at the 3rd and 4th ranks in GeM), contributing to a significant increase of 13.4% in average precision.
Implementation Details
GeM+SOLAR. We use the ResNet101-GeM [36] network pretrained on GL18 2 and fine-tuned our SOAs blocks on the loss from Equation 9. We trained for a maximum of 50 epochs on the same GL18 [42] dataset using Adam [20] with an initial learning rate of 1e −6 and exponential decay rate of 0.01. For each epoch 2000 anchors are randomly selected. Following [36] , the triplet contains one positive 2 Figure 5 . Example of performance between the basline GeM descriptor (top) and our propsed second-order method (bottom) on a tough example in ROxf-Hard. The upper row for each method shows the query and the Top-4 ranked retrieval database images, with green and red borders denoting wrong and correct retrievals; the lower row shows the corresponding last feature map activation. and 5 hard-negatives mined from 20,000 negative samples, each from a separate landmark. Training was performed with a batch-size of 8. We use m = 1.25 for the triplet loss and λ = 10 for the weighting of SOS loss.
SOSNet+SOAs. We re-implemented SOSNet [44] (and subsequent SOA insertions) with the details listed in the original paper to serve as a baseline for the ablation study.
All experiments are implemented in PyTorch [29] . For GeM+SOLAR †, fine-tuning takes roughly 12 hours across 4 1080Ti GPUs. For SOSNET+SOAs, each training takes roughly 5 hours on a single 1080Ti GPU.
Conclusion
In this work, we propse SOLAR, a global descriptor that utilises second-order information through both spatial attention and discriptor similarity for large-scale image retrieval. We conduct a detailed study, both quantitative and qualitative on the impact of incorporating Second-Order Attention that learns to effectively re-weight feature maps and combine with the second-order information from descriptors similarity to produce better descriptors. We extend the SOLAR approach to local patch descriptors and showed that it improves upon current state-of-the-art descriptors without extra supervision, proving such second-order combination generalises to both descriptors. SOLAR achieves stateof-the-art performance on image retrieval benchmarks compared to similar global single-pass methods by a large margin and still outperforms local aggregation methods despite running at a fraction of both time and memory costs. 
A.2. Second-order attention maps on patches
Reference Patch
Hard Correspondence Viewpoint Illumination Figure 7 . Second-order attention maps for HPatches [6] . Left: reference patch. Right: hard correspondence. Top: viewpoint changes to reference patch. Bottom: illumination changed to reference patch. For each case, we select four pixel locations (pink star) to display the attention maps of SOSNet [44] +SOA3,4,5 (which has the best results in HPatches evaluation). Figure 8 above visualises the second-order attention maps (similar to Figure 4 in the paper) on two example patches from HPatches [6] . We show two examples reference patches and each a 'hard' corresponding patch from a sequence with viewpoint (top) and illumination changes (bottom). Firstly we observe that in contrast to large images, the self-attention at a given spatial location focuses on similar / connected structures within the patch. This is due to much less semantic (and colour) information in patches compared to large images. Secondly we also observe that the attention maps are invariant to both viewpoint and illumination changes. As we compare the reference patch to the hard correspondence, the attentions between are consistent across all three levels in SOA 3,4,5 . Figure 8 . Four examples of performance between the basline GeM descriptor (top) and our propsed SOLAR descriptor in the hard protocol of ROxf-RPar [34] . The upper and lower rows for each example show the query and the Top-9 ranked retrieval database images for GeM [36] and SOLAR respectively, with green and red borders denoting correct and wrong retrievals. Notice, especially for the Top-5 ranks the higher number of correct (green) retrievals by SOLAR vs. GeM.
